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 AmpedOn2 
A community project exploring electric two-wheelers.  

Who's the community?  

Two of us started this with the help of friends, local vendors, experts both local and on Internet forums.  

 

How did we start?  

We believe (as you probably do) that cars burning fossil fuel are not going to be viable for most people 

in the near future. We imagine the future as mass transit for long hauls and two-wheeled transportation 

for short ones. Basically buses, trains and bicycles!  

 

Bicycles are light and incredibly efficient. We've seen that just in comparing the battery capacity 

needed for our electric motorcycle versus that for an electric bicycle.  Plus if your battery runs out, you 

can always pedal your way home. 

 

Why electric?  

Well, because not all us are healthy and fit enough to only use a bicycle for all our transportation needs. 

If you need to travel a longer distance that you're used to, or if you want to lug stuff, a little help would 

be good. And that help comes from electricity.  

 

What did you build?  

• Electric Ninja, using an abandoned 250 cc Ninja motorcycle  

• eCortina, using a mountain bicycle  

• Electric BOB Trailer, using a BOB trailer to attach to a bicycle.  

 

The Electric Ninja  

We started with the idea of converting a car. But then, the car is so heavy (an average car weighs about 

10 times that of a motorcycle), that the batteries needed are also about 10 times as expensive. This is 

why a motorcycle was chosen as the initial project.  

 

The eCortina  

A modern mountain bicycle that is rugged and comfortable enough that it can keep up with normal 

street traffic. Roy thought that a good commuter bicycle should be capable of replacing a car for local 

travel needs. 

 

The Electric BOB Trailer  

Sri had a BionX electric kit for converting his trusty old Gary Fisher. But the weight of the kit bothered 

him on small trips. Why have the weight of an electric system unless you either needed to go longer 

distances or need help lugging stuff. And from that the idea of the electric trailer was born. 


